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XI – 1 - Constitution - Why and How

Outcomes

1. What a constitution means
2. What a constitution does to the society
3. How constitution govern the allocation of power in a society
4. What was the way in which constitution of India was made?

WHY DO WE NEED A CONSTITUTION?

1. Constitution allows coordination and assurance - The first function of a constitution is to
provide a set of basic rules that allow for minimal coordination amongst members of a
society.

2. Specification of decision-making powers - The second function of a constitution is to specify
who has the power to make decisions in a society. It decides how the government will be
constituted

3. Limitations on the powers of government - The third function of a constitution is to set some
limits on what a government can impose on its citizens. These limits are fundamental in the
sense that government may never trespass them

4. Aspirations and goals of a society - The fourth function of a constitution is to enable the
government to fulfil the aspirations of a society and create conditions for a just society

5. Fundamental identity of a people -

THE AUTHORITY OF A CONSTITUTION

Making a constitution effective depends on many factors

1. Mode of promulgation – How it is promulgated and who framed it - The authority of people
who enact the constitution helps determine in part its prospects for success

2. The substantive provisions of a constitution - Hallmark of a successful constitution that it
gives everyone in society some reason to go along with its provisions. The more a
constitution preserves the freedom and equality of all its members, the more likely it is to
succeed

3. Balanced institutional design - Well-crafted constitutions fragment power in society
intelligently so that no single group can subvert the constitution. It ensures that no single
institution acquires monopoly of power. This is often done by fragmenting power across
different institutions. Another important aspect of intelligent institutional design is: that a
constitution must strike the right balance between certain values, norms and procedures as
authoritative, and at the same time allow enough flexibility in its operations to adapt to
changing needs and circumstances

In determining whether a constitution has authority you can ask yourself three questions:

1. Were the people who enacted the constitution credible?
2. Secondly, did the constitution ensure that power was intelligently organised so that it was

not easy for any group to subvert the constitution? And, most importantly, does the
constitution give everyone some reason to go along with it? Is the constitution the locus of
people’s hopes and aspiration?
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3. The third factor ensuring effectiveness of a constitution is a balanced arrangement of the
institutions of government. The basic principle is that government must be democratic and
committed to the welfare of the people

The ability of the constitution to command voluntary allegiance of the people depends to a certain
extent upon whether the constitution is just.

How was the Indian Constitution made?

Formally, the Constitution was made by the Constituent Assembly which had been elected for
undivided India. It held its first sitting on 9 December1946 and reassembled as Constituent Assembly
for divided India on 14 August 1947.

Its members were chosen by indirect election by the members of the Provincial Legislative
Assemblies that had been established under the Government of India Act, 1935. The Constituent
Assembly was composed roughly along the lines suggested by the plan proposed by the committee
of the British cabinet, known as the Cabinet Mission.

According to this plan:

1. Each Province and each Princely State or group of States were allotted seats proportional to
their respective population roughly in the ratio of 1:10,00,000. As a result the Provinces (that
were under direct British rule) were to elect 292 members while the Princely States were
allotted a minimum of 93 seats.

2. The seats in each Province were distributed among the three main communities, Muslims,
Sikhs and general, in proportion to their respective populations.

3. Members of each community in the Provincial Legislative Assembly elected their own
representatives by the method of proportional representation with single transferable vote.
The method of selection in the case of representatives of Princely States was to be
determined by consultation

The Constitution was adopted on 26 November 1949. The Constitution came into force on 26
January 1950

Only one provision of the Constitution was passed without virtually any debate: the introduction of
universal suffrage

The best summary of the principles that the nationalist movement brought to the Constituent
Assembly is the Objectives Resolution (the resolution that defined the aims of the Assembly) moved
by Nehru in 1946. This resolution encapsulated the aspirations and values behind the Constitution

Main points of the Objectives Resolution

1. India is an independent, sovereign, republic;
2. India shall be a Union of erstwhile British Indian territories, Indian States, and other parts

outside British India and Indian States as are willing to be a part of the Union;
3. Territories forming the Union shall be autonomous units and exercise all powers and

functions of the Government and administration, except those assigned to or vested in the
Union;

4. All powers and authority of sovereign and independent India and its constitution shall flow
from the people;

5. All people of India shall be guaranteed and secured social, economic and political justice;
equality of status and opportunities and equality before law; and fundamental freedoms - of
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speech, expression, belief, faith, worship, vocation, association and action - subject to law
and public morality;

6. The minorities, backward and tribal areas, depressed and other backward classes shall be
provided adequate safeguards;

7. The territorial integrity of the Republic and its sovereign rights on land, sea and air shall be
maintained according to justice and law of civilized nations;

8. The land would make full and willing contribution to the promotion of world peace and
welfare of mankind

The Constituent Assembly spent a lot of time on evolving the right balance among the various
institutions like the executive, the legislature and the judiciary. This led to the adoption of the
parliamentary form and the federal arrangement, which would distribute governmental powers
between the legislature and the executive on the one hand and between the States and the central
government on the other hand.

Provisions adapted from constitutions of different countries

British Constitution

1. First Past the Post
2. Parliamentary Form of Government
3. The idea of the rule of law
4. Institution of the Speaker and her/his role
5. Law-making procedure

Irish Constitution

1. Directive Principles of State Policy

French Constitution

1. Principles of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity

United States Constitution

1. Charter of Fundamental Rights
2. Power of Judicial Review and independence of the judiciary

Canadian Constitution

1. A quasi-federal form of government (a federal system with a strong central government)
2. The idea of Residual Powers

XI – 10 - Philosophy of Indian Constitution

Outcomes

1. Why it is important to study the philosophy of the Constitution
2. What are the core features of the Indian Constitution;
3. What are the criticisms of this Constitution; and
4. What are the limitations of the Constitution?

WHAT IS MEANT BY PHILOSOPHY OF THE CONSTITUTION?
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We need to adopt a legalistic and political approach to understand the philosophy of the
constitution. What do we mean by a political philosophy approach to the constitution?

1. We need to understand the conceptual structure of the constitution - what are the possible
meanings of terms used in the constitution such as ‘rights’, ‘citizenship’, ‘minority’ or
‘democracy’?

2. We must attempt to work out a coherent vision of society and polity conditional upon an
interpretation of the key concepts of the constitution. We must have a better grasp of the set
of ideals embedded in the constitution

3. Indian Constitution must be read in conjunction with the Constituent Assembly Debates

Constitution as Means of Democratic Transformation

1. Constitutions provide basic rules and therefore, prevent states from turning tyrannical
2. Constitutions also provide peaceful, democratic means to bring about social transformation
3. Constitutions must announce and embody the first real exercise of political

self-determination

Constitutions exist not only to limit people in power but to empower those who traditionally have
been deprived of it

WHAT IS THE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF OUR CONSTITUTION?

Liberal, democratic, egalitarian, secular, and federal, open to community values, sensitive to the
needs of religious and linguistic minorities as well as historically disadvantaged groups, and
committed to building a common national identity with emphasis on peaceful and democratic
measures for putting this philosophy into practice.

1. Commitment to Individual Freedom and Expression
2. Social Justice

a. Classical liberalism always privileges rights of the individuals over demands of social
justice and community values

b. The liberalism of the Indian Constitution differs from this version in two ways. It was
always linked to social justice

i. Indian liberalism has two streams. The first stream began with Rammohun
Roy. He emphasised individual rights, particularly the rights of women. The
second stream included thinkers like K.C. Sen, Justice Ranade and Swami
Vivekananda. They introduced the spirit of social justice within orthodox
Hinduism. For Vivekananda, such a reordering of Hindu society could not
have been possible without liberal principles

3. Respect for diversity and minority rights - The Indian Constitution encourages equal respect
between communities. India is a land of multiple cultural communities. This made it
mandatory for our Constitution to recognise community-based rights

4. Secularism
a. The mainstream, western conception, of secularism means mutual exclusion of state

and religion in order to protect values such as individual freedom and citizenship
rights of individuals. It is to safeguard the freedom of individuals. In short, states
should neither help nor hinder religions. Instead, they should keep themselves at an
arm’s length from them. This has been the prevalent western conception of
secularism. However, India’s situation was different due to
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i. Rights of Religious Groups – Inter Community Equality - Indian Constitution
grants rights to all religious communities such as the right to establish and
maintain their educational institutions. Freedom of religion in India means
the freedom of religion of both individuals and communities

ii. State’s Power of Intervention – Intra Community Equality - The state may
help or hinder religious communities depending on which mode of action
promotes values such as freedom and equality

b. In India separation between religion and state did not mean their mutual exclusion
but rather principled distance, a rather complex idea that allows the state to be
distant from all religions so that it can intervene or abstain from interference,
depending upon which of these two would better promote liberty, equality and
social justice

5. Federalism - The democratic and linguistic federalism of India has managed to combine
claims to unity with claims to cultural recognition as well

6. National Identity - Constitution constantly reinforces a common national identity

Core Features or Achievements of our Constitution

1. First, our Constitution reinforces and reinvents forms of liberal individualism. This is an
important achievement because this is done in the backdrop of a society where community
values are often indifferent or hostile to individual autonomy

2. Second, our Constitution upholds the principle of social justice without compromising on
individual liberties. The constitutional commitment to caste-based affirmative action
programme shows how much ahead India was compared to other nations

3. Third, against the background of inter-communal strife, the Constitution upholds its
commitment to group rights (the right to the expression of cultural particularity). This
indicates that the framers of the Constitution were more than willing to face the challenges
of what more than four decades later has come to be known as multiculturalism

4. To commit oneself to universal franchise, when the right to vote has only recently been
extended to women and to the working class in stable, Western democracies

5. Procedural Achievements
a. First, the Indian Constitution reflects a faith in political deliberation. We know that

many groups and interests were not adequately represented in the Constituent
Assembly. But the debates in the Assembly amply show that the makers of the
Constitution wanted to be as inclusive in their approach as possible

b. Second, it reflects a spirit of compromise and accommodation
c. A commitment to the idea that decisions on the most important issues must be

arrived at consensually rather than by majority vote is equally morally commendable

Criticism of the Constitution is that it is unrepresentative

1. Constituent Assembly were chosen by a restricted franchise, not by universal adult suffrage
2. We must distinguish two components of representation, one that might be called voice and

the other opinion. People must be recognised in their own language or voice, not in the
language of the masters. If we look at the Indian Constitution from this dimension, it is
indeed unrepresentative because members of the Constituent Assembly were chosen by a
restricted franchise, not by universal suffrage. However, if we examine the other dimension,
we may not find it altogether lacking in representativeness. The claim that almost every
shade of opinion was represented in the Constituent Assembly may be a trifle exaggerated
but may have something to it. If we read the debates that took place in the Constituent
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Assembly, we find that a vast range of issues and opinions were mentioned, members raised
matters not only based on their individual social concerns but based on the perceived
interests and concerns of various social sections as well

Limitations to the Indian Constitution

1. Indian Constitution has a centralised idea of national unity
2. It appears to have glossed over some important issues of gender justice, particularly within

the family
3. Certain basic socio-economic rights was included in DPSP but not in Fundamental Rights

XI – 6 - Citizenship

Outcomes

1. Explain the meaning of Citizenship

2. Discuss some of the areas in which that meaning is being expanded or challenged today

Citizenship has been defined as full and equal membership of a political community. Citizens are

considered to be the inheritors and trustees of the culture and natural resources of the country

Full and Equal Membership - What does it mean

1. Freedom of Movement

2. Equal Rights for all sections and Equality of Rights

3. Rights for Minimum standard of living

4. Concept of equal citizenship would mean that providing equal rights and protection to all

citizens

Citizenship, Equality and Rights - TH Marshall

Marshall defined citizenship as “a status bestowed on those who are full members of a community.

All who possess the status are equal with respect to the rights and duties with which the status is

endowed

The key concept in Marshall’s idea of citizenship is that of ‘equality’. This implies two things: first, that

quality of the given rights and duties improves. Second, that the quantity of people upon whom they

are bestowed grows

Marshall sees citizenship as involving three kinds of rights: civil, political and social, which together

make it possible for the citizen to lead a life of dignity

1. Civil rights protect the individual’s life, liberty and property.

2. Political rights enable the individual to participate in the process of governance.

3. Social rights give the individual access to education and employment.

Marshall saw social class as a ‘system of inequality’. Citizenship ensures equality by countering the

divisive effects of class hierarchy. It thus facilitates the creation of a better-integrated and

harmonious community

Article 21 of the Constitution which guaranteed the right to life included the right to livelihood.

Therefore, if pavement dwellers were to be evicted, they should first be provided alternative

accommodation under the right to shelter.
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Citizen and State

The provisions about citizenship in the Constitution can be found in Part Two and in subsequent laws

passed by Parliament

The Constitution adopted an essentially democratic and inclusive notion of citizenship. In India,

citizenship can be acquired by birth, descent, registration, naturalization, or inclusion of territory. The

rights and obligations of citizens are listed in the Constitution. There is also a provision that the state

should not discriminate against citizens on grounds only of religion, race, caste, sex, place of birth, or

any of them. The rights of religious and linguistic minorities are also protected.

Universal Citizenship

National citizenship must be supplemented by global citizenship as we live in an interconnected

world

XI – 7 - Nationalism

Outcomes

1. Understand the concept of Nation and Nationalism

2. Acknowledge the strengths and limitations of Nationalism

3. Appreciate the need for ensuring a link between democracy and Nationalism

What constitutes a nation? A nation is to a great extent an ‘imagined’ community, held together by

the collective beliefs, aspirations and imaginations of its members. It is based on certain assumptions

which people make about the collective whole with which they identify

Assumptions which people make about Nation

1. Shared Beliefs

2. Continuing Historical Identity

3. Identification with a particular territory over a long period of time

4. Shared Political Ideas

5. Common Political Identity

It is desirable to imagine a Nation in political terms rather than cultural

National Self Determination

Right to Self Determination - Right to govern themselves and determine future development

Nations are facing dilemma of how to deal with movements for self-determination - Solution does

not lie in creating new states but in making existing states more democratic and equal

Nationalism and Pluralism

Mains Quote - ” Patriotism cannot be our final spiritual shelter; my refuge is humanity. I will not buy

glass for the price of diamonds, and I will never allow patriotism to triumph over humanity as long as

I live.” This was said by Rabindranath Tagore.

XI – 8 – Secularism

Outcomes
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1. What is the meaning of secularism?
2. Is secularism a western implant on Indian soil?
3. Is it suitable for societies where religion continues to exercise a strong influence on individual

lives?
4. Does secularism show partiality? Does it ‘pamper’ minorities?
5. Is secularism anti-religious?

Secularism opposes Inter religious and Intra religious denominations. Secularism promotes

freedom within religion and between religions as well

Secular State - Characteristics

1. State should not be run by the head of any religion - non-Theocratic

2. State should not have formal or legal alliance to any religion

3. State must be separated from organized religion and its institutions

Western Model of Secularism

1. Non-Theocratic and States do not establish a religion

2. State and Religion are mutually exclusive

a. State cannot aid any religious institution

b. Each (State and Religion) has a separate sphere of its own with independent

jurisdiction

3. Religion is a private matter and not a matter of state policy or law

4. Critical Analysis of Western Model of Secularism

a. Liberty is liberty between Individuals and Equality is equality between Individuals

b. There is no scope for the idea that a community has the liberty to follow practices of

its own choosing. There is little scope for community-based rights or minority rights

c. Based on the history of western societies - it is known that Except for the presence

of the Jews, most western societies were marked by a great deal of religious

homogeneity, hence they naturally focussed on intra religious domination

d. While strict separation of the state from the church is emphasised to realise among

other things, individual freedom, issues of inter-religious (and therefore of minority

rights) equality are often neglected

e. this form of secularism has no place for the idea of state supported religious reform

Nehru on Indian Model of Secularism

1. Equal protection by state to all religions

2. Protects all religions, but does not favour one at the expense of others and does not itself

adopt any religion as the state religion

3. A secular state can interfere in matters of religion to bring about social reform

4. Complete opposition to communalism of all kinds,  which posed a threat to national unity

5. Secularism for him was not only a matter of principles, it was also the only guarantee of the

unity and integrity of India.
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Indian Model of Secularism

1. Equal focus on intra religious as well as inter religious equality

2. Indian secularism deals not only with religious freedom of individuals but also with religious

freedom of minority communities

3. State supported religious reforms for intra religious equality

4. Indian secularism allows for principled state intervention in all religions

5. The secular state does not have to treat every aspect of every religion with equal respect. It

allows equal disrespect for some aspects of organized religions

Criticism of Indian Model of Secularism

1. Anti-religious

2. Western Import

3. Minoritism

4. Interventionist

5. Vote Bank Politics

XI – 9 - Peace

Mains Quote - The nineteenth century German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche was one of those

who glorified war. Nietzsche did not value peace because he believed that only conflict could

facilitate the growth of civilization. Several other thinkers have similarly condemned peace and

commended strife as a vehicle of individual heroism and social vitality. The Italian social theorist,

Vilfredo Pareto (1848–1923), argued that people who were able and willing to use force to achieve

their goals constituted the governing elites in most societies. He described them as ‘lions’

Peace can be defined as harmonious existence of contended people in a just and democratic society

Pacifism preaches opposition to war or violence as a means of settling disputes.

Different strategies have been used for the pursuit and maintenance of peace. These have been

shaped by three distinct approaches.

1. The first approach accords centrality to states, respects their sovereignty, and treats

competition among them as a fact of life. Its main concern is with the proper management of

this competition, and with the containment of possible conflict through inter-state

arrangements like ‘balance of power’

2. The second approach too grants the deep-rooted nature of interstate rivalry. But it stresses

the positive presence and possibilities of interdependence. It underscores the growing social

and economic cooperation among nations. Such cooperation is expected to temper state

sovereignty and promote international understanding. Consequently global conflict would be

reduced, leading to better prospects of peace.

3. Third approach considers the state system to be a passing phase of human history. It

envisages the emergence of a supra-national order and sees the fostering of a global

community as the surest guarantee of peace. The seeds of such a community are found in

the expanding interactions and coalitions across state boundaries that involve diverse

non-governmental actors like multinational corporations and people’s movements.
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XI - 10 - Development

Outcomes

Meaning of the term development

In the broadest sense of the term, development conveys the ideas of improvement, progress,

well-being and an aspiration for a better life. Through its notion of development, a society articulates

what constitutes its vision for the society as a whole and how best to achieve it.

Achievements and Problems of Existing Models of Development

Alternative Models of Development

1. Right Claims

2. Democratic Participation – Decentralized Approach to Development

a. Allow local decision-making bodies to take decisions about development projects in

the local area – Increase power and resources of Local bodies

3. Development and Lifestyle

a. Quality of Life, Happy and Harmonious Life

b. Renewable Sources of Energy has to be used

Challenges of Development

1. Social Costs of Development

2. Environment Costs of Development

X – 3- Democracy and Diversity

Outcomes

1. How democracy responds to social differences, divisions and inequalities

2. Various forms of social differences

3. How democratic politics affects and is affected by social diversities

X – 7 – Outcomes of Democracy

Outcomes of Democracy

1. Accountable, Responsible and Legitimate Government

2. Economic growth and development

3. Reduction of Inequality and Poverty

4. Accommodation of Social Diversity

5. Dignity and Freedom of Citizens

X – 8 – Challenges to Democracy

1. Foundational Challenge of Instituting Democracy in the country

2. Challenges of Expansion to all regions, different social groups and various Institutions

3. Challenge of Deepening of Democracy
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VIII – 1 - Purpose of Constitution

1. First, it lays out certain ideals that form the basis of the kind of country that we as citizens
aspire to live in. Or, put another way, a constitution tells us what the fundamental nature of
our society is

a. A Constitution helps serve as a set of rules and principles that all persons in a
country can agree upon as the basis of the way in which they want the country to be
governed. This includes not only the type of government but also an agreement on
certain ideals that they all believe the country should uphold.

2. The second important purpose of a constitution is to define the nature of a country’s political
system

3. Another important function that a constitution plays in a democracy is to ensure that a
dominant group does not use its power against other, less powerful people or groups

4. Constitution helps to protect us against certain decisions that we might take that could have
an adverse effect on the larger principles that the country believes in

Indian Constitution – Key Features

1. Federalism
2. Parliamentary Form of Government
3. Separation of Power between Legislature, Executive and Judiciary
4. Fundamental Rights (Conscience of Indian Constitution)

a. Right to Equality
b. Right to Freedom
c. Right Against Exploitation
d. Right to Freedom of Religion
e. Cultural and Educational Rights
f. Right to Constitutional Remedies

5. Secularism

What is the difference between State and Government?

‘Government’ is responsible for administering and enforcing laws. The government can change with
elections. The State on the other hand refers to a political institution that represents a sovereign
people who occupy a definite territory

VII – 1 - Role of Equality in Democracy

Key Features of a Democratic Government

1. People’s Participation
2. Resolution of the Conflict
3. Equality
4. Justice

The Parliament is the cornerstone of our democracy and we are represented in it through our elected
representatives.

VII – 10 - Struggle for Equality

Poverty and the lack of resources continue to be a key reason why so many people’s lives in India are
highly unequal
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Discrimination on the basis of a person’s religion, caste and sex is another significant factor for why
people are treated unequally in India

Tawa River - Originating in the Mahadeo hills of Chindwara district, the Tawa flows through Betul,
before joining the Narmada in Hoshangabad

VI – 3

American women got the right to vote in 1920 while women in the UK got to vote on the same terms
as men some years later, in 1928

VI - 4

Key elements that influence the working of a democratic government. These include people's

participation, the resolution of conflict and equality and justice.

Laxmikanth – 1

Indian Constitution Schedules                                                                                                                     

Indian Constitution Schedules - 1 to 12

First schedule contains - List of states and union territories and their territories

Second schedule contains provisions of the President, Governors of States, Speaker and the

Deputy Speaker of the House of People and Chairman and Deputy Chairman of the Council of

States and the Speaker and the Deputy Speaker of the Legislative Assembly and the Chairman and

the Deputy Chairman of the Legislative Council of State, the Judges of the Supreme Court and High

Courts and the Comptroller and Auditor-General of India the list of states and union territories and

their territories

Third Schedule contains the Forms of Oaths or Affirmations.

Fourth Schedule contains provisions as to the allocation of seats in the Council of States.

Fifth Schedule contains provisions as to the Administration and Control of Scheduled Areas and

Scheduled Tribes.

Sixth Schedule contains provisions as to the Administration of Tribal Areas in the States of Assam,

Meghalaya, Tripura and Mizoram.

Seventh Schedule contains Union list, State list and Concurrent list - Division of powers

Eighth Schedule contains the list of recognized languages.

Ninth Schedule contains provisions as to validation of certain Acts and Regulations (Land Reforms,

Abolition of Zamindari System)
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Tenth Schedule contains provisions as to disqualification on ground of defection.

Eleventh Schedule contains the Powers, Authority and Responsibilities of Panchayats.

Twelfth Schedule contains the Powers, Authority and Responsibilities of Municipalities

Historical Background

● 1600 - Arrival of British in India as traders (English East India Company)

● 1764 - Battle of Buxar - Post Battle, In 1765, Diwani Rights over Bengal, Bihar, Orissa was

granted by Shah Alam (Diwani Rights – Rights over revenue and civil justice) - Start of

territorial power

● 1858 - Sepoy Mutiny,British Crown assumed direct responsibility for governance of India

● 1600 - 1773 - East India Company had little impact on Indian Polity and Governance

● 1773 - 1858 and Under British Crown Rule till 1947 - Huge number of constitutional and

administrative changes. Unintentionally, they introduced elements of modern state into

India’s political and administrative system

Need of Constitution

● 1934 - MN Roy suggested to form Constituent Assembly

● 1946 - Constituent Assembly formed

● 26th November, 1949 - Constituent Assembly adopted Constitution

● 26th January, 1950 - Constitution came into being

● 1950 – Constitution came into being

Company Rule (1773 - 1858)

Regulating Act of 1773

● It is of great Constitutional Importance

● 1st step taken by British to control & regulate affairs of EIC 

● Recognized for 1st time - Political and Administrative functions of company

● Laid foundations for Central Administration in India

Features of Regulating Act of 1773

● Designated Governor of Bengal -> "Governor General of Bengal" (1st - Warren Hastings) -

4-member executive council to assist him

● Governors of Bombay and Madras ---> Subordinate to Governor General of Bengal

● Provided for establishment of SC at Calcutta (1774)

● Prohibited servants of company from private trade & acceptance of bribes from natives

● Strengthened control of British government over company – Court of Directors to report

revenue, civil and military affairs

Act of 1781 - Act of Settlement - To rectify mistakes of 1773 Act
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Features

● Exempted Governor General, Council and Servants of the company from jurisdiction of SC for

their official actions

● Excluded revenue matters and matters arising out of revenue collection from jurisdiction of

SC

● SC to have jurisdiction over all inhabitants of Kolkata and governed according to their

personal law

● Appeals from provincial courts to be taken to Governor general and not SC

● Empowered Governor general to frame for provincial courts and councils

Pitts India Act of 1784

● Distinguished between Political and Commercial functions of company - Gave British

government a large measure of control over company’s affairs

● Court of Directors - Commercial Functions; Board of Control - Political Functions - System

of "Double Government"

● Empowered Board of Control - Direct Civil and Military functions of "British Possessions" in

India

● Significance

o Used "British Possessions" for first time

o British Government given supreme control over company's affairs in India

Act of 1786

● Cornwallis (Governor General of Bengal – Given the powers of both governor general and

commander in chief)

● He was allowed to override the council’s decision 

Charter Act of 1793

● Extended overriding power given to Lord Cornwallis (Act of 1786) to all future governor

generals and governors of presidencies

● Renewed company privileges for next 20 years

● Royal approval mandatory for appointment of governor general, governors and commander

in chiefs

● Company empowered to give licenses to individuals as well as company’s employees to trade

- Paved way for shipments of opium to china

● Provided that the Commander-in-Chief was not to be a member of the Governor-General’s

council, unless he was so appointed

● Provided that members of the Board of Control and their staff were paid out of Indian

revenues

● Revenue administration separated from Judiciary administration

Charter Act – 1813 (East India Company Act, 1813)

● Renewed charter issued to EIC, but ended company's commercial monopoly except for tea

trade and trade with China

● Asserted Crown's sovereignty over British India 
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● Regulations made by Councils of Bombay, Madras and Calcutta - Now required to be placed

before British parliament - Constitutional position of British territories in India was thus

explicitly defined for first time

● Allotted 1,00,000 to promote western education in Indian masses

● Financial provision made to encourage revival in Indian literature and promote science

● Permitted Christian missionaries to propagate and teach their religion

● Authorized the Local Governments in India to impose taxes on persons

Charter Act of 1833 - Final step towards centralization in India

● Governor General of Bengal -> Governor General of India (Civil and Military powers - Lord

William Bentick) – Created for 1st time, a Government of India having authority over entire

territorial area possessed by British in India

● Territories of India were to be governed in the name of crown

● Deprived Governors of Bombay and Madras of their legislative powers 

● Governor General of India - Exclusive legislative powers for entire India (laws made were

called Acts instead of Regulations)

● Ended activities of EIC as Commercial body (Monopoly over trade with China and in tea also

ended) -> Administrative body only

● Attempted to introduce Open Competition for Civil Services – Opposed by Court of directors

● All restrictions on european immigration and acquisition of property in India were lifted -

paved the way for wholesale european colonization of India

● Indian laws to be codified and consolidated 

● Abolished slavery in 1843

Charter Act of 1853

● Last of Charter act passed by British Parliament

● First Act provision native Indians into administration

● Introduced for 1st time - Local representation in central legislative council

● Separated Legislative and Executive functions of Governor General's Council -

Established Indian Legislative Council (Mini Parliament) – For the 1st time, legislation was

treated as a special function requiring special machinery and process

● Open competition for Civil Services - Macaulay Committee was appointed in 1854

● It indicated company’s rule can be terminated any time if parliament took an action

● Local representation in Indian Legislative Council (4 Provincial members - Agra, Bengal,

Bombay and Madras)

Macaulay’s Report

1. Civil Servants for the East India Company used to be nominated by the Directors of the

Company and thereafter trained at Haileybury College in London and then sent to India.

Following Lord Macaulay’s Report of the Select Committee of British Parliament, the concept

of a merit based modern Civil Service in India was introduced in 1854. Report recommended

that the patronage based system of East India Company should be replaced by a permanent

Civil Service based on a merit-based system with entry through competitive examinations.

From 1922 onwards the Indian Civil Service Examination began to be held in India also
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2. Regarding Central Civil Services, Civil Services in British India were classified as covenanted

and uncovenanted services on the basis of nature of work, pay-scales and appointing

authority. 

3. In 1887, Aitchison Commission recommended reorganization of services on a new pattern

and divided services into three groups-Imperial, Provincial and Subordinate. The recruiting

and controlling authority of Imperial services was the ‘Secretary of State’. With the passing of

the Indian Act 1919, the Imperial Services headed by Secretary of State for India, were split

into two-All India Services and Central Services

Crown Rule (1858 - 1947)

Act of Good Government of India - Wake of Sepoy Mutiny - Abolished EIC & Transfer of Powers to

Crown

Features of Act

● India to be governed in the name of, Her Majesty through secretary of state and a council of

15

● Governor General of India became -> Viceroy of India (1st - Lord Canning)

● Ended system of Double Government - (from Pitts India Act - 1784) (Abolished Board of

Control & Court of Directors)

● Created "Secretary of State for India" - Complete authority over Indian administration -

Member of British Cabinet and responsible to British Parliament - 15 member council to

assist him 

● Largely confined to improvement of administrative machinery – did not alter system of

government that prevailed in India at that time

Indian Councils Act of 1861, 1892 and 1909 - Policy of Association Acts – (Necessity to seek

cooperation of Indians in administration)

Features of Act 1861

● Beginning of representative institutions - Association of Indians with law making process –

Viceroy to nominate Indians as Non official members in his expanded council

● Establishment of Imperial Legislative Council

● Process of Decentralization - Restored legislative powers to Bombay and Madras (deprived in

1833)

● Policy of legislative devolution – Resulted in grant of almost complete autonomy to provinces

in 1937

● Reversed Centralizing tendency which started from 1773 and reached its peak in 1833

● Establishment of new legislative councils for Bengal, NWFP and Punjab

● Recognition to "Portfolio System" introduced by Lord Canning – Member of viceroy’s council

made in charge of government’s department and issue final orders on behalf of council

(Portfolio system was repealed by the Act of 1915)

● Viceroy empowered to issue ordinances without concurrence of the legislative council

(during an emergency)
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1861 Act possessed no real powers - Council could not discuss important matters and no financial

matters at all without previous approval of government - They had no control over budget - They

could not discuss executive action

Final passing of bill needed viceroy’s approval - Even if approved, secretary of state can disallow a

legislation

First Indian Budget presented in 1869 by James Wilson

1885 - Indian National Congress was founded

Features of Act 1892

● Increased function of legislative council - Power to discuss budget

● Provided for nomination of non-official members to Central Legislative Council and Provincial

Legislative Council

● Enlarged legislative council of Viceroy

● Act made limited and indirect provisions for use of elections - however, "Nomination" was

used instead of "Election" – To fill up non-official seats in central and provincial legislative

council

● First act to introduce "Elections" however, "Nomination" was used instead of "Election"

● Principle of representation - Universities, Boards, District, Municipalities and Zamindars,

Trade bodies and Chambers of commerce were empowered to recommend members to the

provincial councils 

Features of Act 1909 

Morley Minto Reforms (Morley – Secretary of State; Minto – Viceroy)

● Increased size of legislative councils (both provincial and central) and enlarged their

deliberative functions (Ask supplementary questions, Move resolutions on Budget)

o Retained official majority in central legislative council but allowed Non official

majority in provincial councils

● Association of Indians with executive council of Viceroy - Satyendra Prasad (1st Indian to join

Viceroy’s executive council – Appointed as Law Member)

● System of "Communal Representation" - Separate electorates - Legalized communalism (Lord

Minto – Father of Communal electorate)

● Separate representation of presidency corporations, chambers of commerce, universities &

zamindars

● Under this act, real power remained with the government and councils were left to no

function but criticism

● System of election - Very indirect - Thus representation of the people at large remained

remote and unreal

Government of India Act, 1919 (Montagu-Chelmsford Reforms) 

(Montagu – Secretary of State for India, Chelmsford – Viceroy of India)

● Introduction of Gradual responsible government (Declaration in 1917 by British - First time in

history of its rule in India, British Government made explicit its policy towards India and

announced the goal of government for the colony)
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● Relaxed Central control over provinces by demarcating central and provincial subjects

● Central and provincial governments authorized to make laws on their respective list of

subjects

● Introduced "Dyarchy" System of Governance - in Provinces (Transferred Subjects

(Administered by governor with aid of ministers and responsible to legislative council) -

Reserved Subjects (Administered by governor and his executive council and not responsible

to legislative council))

● "Bicameralism” – Indian legislative council replaced by upper house (Council of state) &

lower house (Legislative Assembly) – Majority members of both houses elected by Direct

Elections (But limited franchise)

● 3 of 6 Viceroy’s executive council – To be Indians

● Extended principle of Communal representation -> Sikhs, Indian Christians, Anglo-Indians

and Europeans

● Limited Franchise granted to people based on Property, Tax or Education

● Provided for establishment of Public Service Commission – Central public service commission

was established in 1926

● Separate Budgets for Central and Provincial – Authorized provincial government to enact

their budget

● Devolution of legislative authority by Centre to Province (The structure continued to be

unitary and centralized) - Commission to enquire and report on working after 10 years

Simon Commission (1927)

● All parties boycotted – Due to - No representation of Indians in commission

Recommendations of Simon Commission

● Dyarchy in provinces to be abolished & ministers to be made responsible to provincial

legislatures

● Continuation of Separate Electorate

● Governor was to retain special powers for safety and tranquility of province and for

protection of minorities - Full powers of intervention in event of breakdown of Constitution

● Franchise was to be extended and legislatures were to be enlarged

● At Centre, Federal assembly would be constituted on basis of representation of provinces

and other areas as per population

● Council of state would continue as Upper House but its members would be chosen not on

the basis of direct election but on the basis of indirect election by Provincial Councils

● No change in Central Executive - All India federation was not considered practical idea for

immediate Execution

● Burma should be separated from British India and should be provided a constitution of its

own

A joint committee of the houses of the British parliament was set up under Lord Linlithgow to further

consider the scheme - Its report submitted in 1934 said that a federation would be set up if at least

50% of princely states were ready to join it. The bill prepared on the basis of this report was passed

by British parliament to become Government of India Act, 1935

Communal Award (Ramsay MacDonald – 1932)
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● Scheme of representation of minorities

● Extended communal electorates to depressed classes

● Gandhi - "Poona Pact"; Retained Hindu Joint electorate but gave reserved seats to depressed

Classes

Government of India Act, 1935

● 2nd Milestone – Towards a Complete responsible government

Features of Act

● All India Federation –Provinces and Princely states as Units (However, federation never came

into being as princely states didn’t join)

● Act divided powers between Centre and Units - Federal List; Provincial List; Concurrent List

with Residuary powers given to Viceroy

● Introduced Provincial autonomy - Abolished Dyarchy at provinces – Act introduced

responsible government in provinces (Governor to act with advice of ministers and

responsible to provincial legislature) (This came into effect in 1937 and discontinued in 1939)

● Provinces derived their power and authority directly from British Crown

● Expansion of Provincial legislatures 

● Provided for Adoption of Dyarchy at centre – Feature didn’t come into operation

● Introduced Bicameralism in Provinces (6 out of 11 – Bengal, Bombay, Madras, Bihar, Assam

and United Provinces)

● Extended Principle of Communal Representation - Separate electorates for SCs, Women &

Labor

● Abolished Council of India established by the Government of India Act 1858

● Extended Franchise

● Establishment of RBI to control currency and credit of country

● Federal, Provincial and Joint Public Service Commission 

● Federal Court, Set up in 1937

1935 Act was an endeavor to give India a written constitution even though Indians were not involved

in its creation - A step towards complete responsible government in India.

However, it provided a right constitution with no possibility of internal growth. Rights of amendment

reserved for British parliament. Extension of the system of communal electorates and representation

of various interests promoted separatist tendencies culminating in partition of India. 

1935 Act was condemned by nearly all sections and unanimously rejected by congress. Congress

demanded convening a constituent assembly elected on the basis of adult franchise to frame a

constitution for Independent India

Various developments took place after 1935 Act

● August Offer 1940

● Cripps proposal 1942

● CR Formula 1944

● Wavell Plan 1945

● Cabinet Mission

● Mountbatten Plan 1947
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● Indian Independence Act 1947

Indian Independence Act of 1947 (British PM – Clement Atlee)

On February 20, 1947, the British Prime Minister Clement Atlee declared that the British rule in India

would end by June 30,1948; after which the power would be transferred to responsible Indian hands.

This announcement was followed by the agitation by the Muslim League demanding partition of the

country. 

On June 3, 1947, the British Government made it clear that any Constitution framed by the

Constituent Assembly of India (formed in 1946) cannot apply to those parts of the country which

were unwilling to accept it. 

On the same day (June 3, 1947), Lord Mountbatten, the Viceroy of India, put forth the partition plan,

known as the Mountbatten Plan. The plan was accepted by the Congress and the Muslim League.

Immediate effect was given to the plan by enacting the Indian Independence Act (1947)

Features of Act - Mountbatten plan

● Ends British Rule - India –Independent & Sovereign from August 15, 1947

Salient features

● It provided for two dominion states: India and Pakistan - Right to secede from British

Commonwealth

● Abolished Office of Viceroy & Secretary of State of India - Provided for governor general for

each dominion on advice of dominion cabinet

● Empowered constituent assemblies of each dominion to frame and adopt any Constitution

● Lapse of British Control over provinces and tribal areas from August 15, 1947

● Granted freedom to princely states to join Indian or Pakistan or remain Independent

● Governance of each dominion by Act of 1935 till new constitution came into force and

dominions were authorized to make changes if necessary

● Deprived the British Monarch of his right to veto bills or ask for reservation of certain bills for

his approval. But this right was reserved for the Governor General. The Governor- General

would have full power to assent to any bill in the name of His Majesty

● Designated Governor general of India & provincial governors as constitutional heads of state

● Dropped all royal titles - Discontinued appointment to civil services and reservation of posts

by the Secretary of state for India

Lord Mountbatten – First governor general of Indian Dominion

The Constituent Assembly of India formed in 1946 became the Parliament of the Indian Dominion

The Interim government was formed in 1946. The members of the interim Government were

members of the Viceroy’s Executive Council. The Viceroy continued to be the head of the Council.

But, Jawaharlal Nehru was designated as the Vice-President of the Council.

Laxmikanth – 2

Making of Constitution
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Demand for a Constituent Assembly

● 1934 - Idea of Constituent Assembly – Put forward by MN Roy

● 1935 – INC officially demanded Constituent Assembly

● 1938 – Nehru on behalf of INC declared “Constitution of free India must be framed without

outside interference, by a Constituent Assembly elected on the basis of Adult franchise”

● 1940 – British accepted demand of CA – “August Offer”

● 1942 – Cripps proposal – To frame Independent constitution which has to be adopted after

World War II – Rejected by Muslim league who demanded two separate CAs

● 1946 – Cabinet Mission Plan – Rejected idea of two separate CAs, but put forth a scheme which

was accepted by Muslim League

Cabinet Mission Plan - Cabinet mission consisting of 3 members (Lord Pethick Lawrence, Sir Stafford

Cripps and A V Alexander) arrived in India - Constituent assembly was constituted in November 1946

under scheme formulated by Cabinet mission plan

Features (Constituent Assembly – Partly elected and partly nominated)

● Allocation of seats based on population - Each province and princely states were to be allotted

seats in proportion to their respective population (1 seat for every million population)

● Seats allocated to each British province were to be decided among 3

principal communities—Muslims, Sikhs and general (all except Muslims and Sikhs), in proportion

to their Population

● Separate electorate - Representatives of each community were to be elected by the members of

that community in provincial legislative Assembly

● Voting was to be by method of proportional representation by means of single transferable vote

● The representatives of princely states were to be nominated by heads of princely states

● Constituent Assembly was to be a partly elected and partly nominated body

● No Adult Franchise and Direct election: Constituent Assembly was not directly elected by the

people of India on the basis of adult franchise

● CA comprised representatives of all sections of Indian Society—Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs,

Parsis, Anglo–Indians, Indian Christians, SCs, STs including women of all these sections. It

included all important personalities(with exception of Mahatma Gandhi and M A Jinnah)

● Elections to Constituent Assembly were held in July–August 1946; Princely states stayed away

Although the Constituent Assembly was not directly elected by the people of India on the basis of

adult franchise, the Assembly comprised representatives of all sections of the Indian society– Hindus,

Muslims, Sikhs, Parsis, Anglo-Indians, Indian Christians, SCs, STs including women of all these

sections. The Assembly included all important personalities of India at that time, with the exception

of Mahatma Gandhi.

In addition to the making of the Constitution and enacting of ordinary laws, the Constituent

Assembly also performed the following functions:

● It ratified the India’s membership of the Commonwealth in May 1949

● It adopted the national flag on July 22, 1947

● It adopted the national anthem on January 24, 1950

● It adopted the national song on January 24, 1950

● It elected Dr Rajendra Prasad as the first President of India on January 24, 1950
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The Constituent Assembly became the first Parliament of free India (Dominion Legislature).

Whenever the Assembly met as the Constituent body it was chaired by Dr. Rajendra Prasad and when

it met as the legislative body, it was chaired by G V Mavlankar.

Working of Constituent Assembly

● Muslim league boycotted and insisted the separate state of Pakistan

● Dr. Sachchidananda Sinha, the oldest member, was elected as the temporary President of the

Assembly, following the French practice.

● Later, Dr. Rajendra Prasad was elected as the President of the Assembly. 

● Similarly, both H.C. Mukherjee and V.T. Krishnamachari were elected as the Vice-Presidents of the

Assembly. In other words, the Assembly had two Vice-Presidents.

Objectives Resolution

1946 – Objective Resolution moved by Nehru – Laid down fundamentals and philosophy of

Constitutional structure

● Constituent Assembly – Proclaimed India as an Independent, Sovereign Republic – Decide future

governance

● Territorial boundaries are determined by Constituent Assembly

● Powers and Authorities of Sovereign Independent India, its constituent parts and organs are

derived from people (based on the doctrine of popular sovereignty)

● Justice – Social , Economic, Political, Equality of Status and Opportunity, Freedom of thought,

expression and belief – Guaranteed and secured to all people of India

● Adequate safeguards for – Minorities, Backward Classes, Depressed and Tribal Classes

● Sovereign Rights on land, sea and air – According to Justice and Law of Civilized Nations

● India to attain rightful place in the world and contribute to world peace and welfare

This Resolution was unanimously adopted by the Assembly on January 22, 1947

Changes by the Independence Act in the position of Assembly

● Assembly made a fully sovereign body

● Assembly empowered to make any Constitution and repeal any act made by British India

● It acted as the first Parliament of free India

● Assembly to become a legislative body – Two functions assigned

o Making of Constitution – Chaired by Dr. Rajendra Prasad

o Enacting Ordinary Laws of Country – Chaired by G V Mavlankar

Drafting Committee Members - BR Ambedkar (Chairman) ;N Gopalaswamy Ayyangar ; Alladi

Krishnaswamy Ayyar ; Dr K M Munshi ; Syed Mohammad Saadullah ; N Madhava Rau ; T

TKrishnamachari

Major Committees

● Union Powers Committee - Jawaharlal Nehru

● Union Constitution Committee -Jawaharlal Nehru

● Provincial Constitution Committee -Sardar Patel

● Drafting Committee - Dr. B.R. Ambedkar
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● Advisory Committee on Fundamental Rights, Minorities and Tribal and Excluded Areas - Sardar

Patel. This committee had the following five sub-committees:

o Fundamental Rights Sub-Committee - J.B. Kripalani

o Minorities Sub-Committee - H.C. Mukherjee

o North-East Frontier Tribal Areas and Assam Excluded & Partially Excluded Areas

Sub-Committee -Gopinath Bardoloi

o Excluded and Partially Excluded Areas (other than those in Assam) Sub-Committee - A.V.

Thakkar

o North-West Frontier Tribal Areas Sub-Committee

● Rules of Procedure Committee - Dr. Rajendra Prasad

● States Committee (Committee for Negotiating with States) - Jawaharlal Nehru

● Steering Committee - Dr. Rajendra Prasad

Minor Committees

● Finance and Staff Committee - Dr. Rajendra Prasad

● Credentials Committee - Alladi Krishnaswami Ayyar

● House Committee - B. Pattabhi Sitaramayya

● Order of Business Committee - Dr. K.M. Munshi

● Ad-hoc Committee on the National Flag - Dr. Rajendra Prasad

● Committee on the Functions of the Constituent Assembly - G.V. Mavalankar

● Ad-hoc Committee on the Supreme Court - S. Varadachari (Not an Assembly Member)

● Committee on Chief Commissioners’ Provinces - B. Pattabhi Sitaramayya

● Expert Committee on the Financial Provisions of the Union Constitution -Nalini Ranjan Sarkar

(Not an Assembly Member)

● Linguistic Provinces Commission - S.K. Dar (Not an Assembly Member)

● Special Committee to Examine the Draft Constitution - Jawaharlal Nehru

● Press Gallery Committee - Usha Nath Sen

● Ad-hoc Committee on Citizenship - S. Varadachari (Not an Assembly Member)

Enactment of Constitution

● Constitution as Adopted on November 26, 1949 – Contained a Preamble, 395 Articles and 8

Schedules 

● This is also the date mentioned in the Preamble as the date on which the people of India in the

Constituent Assembly adopted, enacted and gave to themselves this Constitution

Enforcement of Constitution

● Came into force on January 26, 1950 

● January 26 – Selected as January 26, 1930 – Purna Swaraj was celebrated following resolution of

Lahore Session of INC (1929)

Criticism of Constituent Assembly

● Not a Representative body – Not directly elected by people on the basis of adult franchise

● Not a Sovereign body – As it was created by proposals of British Government and held its

sessions with permission of British Government

● Huge amount of time consumed to draft constitution

● Dominated by Congress
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● Lawyer – Politician Domination

● Dominated by Hindus

Important Facts

1. Elephant was adopted as the symbol (seal) of the Constituent Assembly.

Laxmikanth – 3
Salient Features of Constitution

Important Amendments – 7th, 42nd, 44th, 73rd, 74th and 97th

Kesavananda Bharati Case (1973) - SC ruled that the constituent power of Parliament under Article

368 does not enable it to alter “Basic Structure “of constitution

42nd Amendment - Mini Constitution - Important and large number of changes

● Lengthiest Written Constitution (due to)

o Geographical (Vast, Diverse) and Historical (Influence of 1935 Act - Bulky) factors

o Single constitution for all states (except J&K)

o Contains principles of governance and administrative provisions

o Dominance of legal luminaries in Constituent Assembly

● Drawn from various sources

● Blend of Rigidity and Flexibility – Article (368 – Amendment)

● Federal System with Unitary Bias

o Federal Features – Two Governments, Division of Power, Written Constitution,

Supremacy of Constitution, Rigidity of Constitution, Independent Judiciary and

Bicameralism

o Unitary Features – Strong Centre, Single Constitution, Integrated Judiciary, Appointment

of State Governors by Centre, All India Services, Emergency Provisions

o Described as

▪ Federal in Form but Unitary in Spirit & Quasi Federal – K C Wheare

▪ Bargaining Federalism – Morris Jones

▪ Co-operative Federalism - Granville Austin

▪ Federation with a centralizing tendency – Ivor Jennings

 Parliamentary form of government (Co-operation and Co-ordination between Legislative and

Executive; Presidential System - Doctrine of separation of powers between two organs)

● Features of Parliamentary form of government

▪ Nominal and Real Executive - Collective Responsibility - Political Homogeneity -

Double Membership – Secrecy - Majority Party Rule - Leadership of PM -

Dissolution of Lower House

● Synthesis of Parliamentary Sovereignty and Judicial Supremacy – SC on one hand, can

declare parliamentary laws as unconstitutional, and Parliament can amend major portion of

Constitution

o Doctrine of Sovereignty of Parliament - British Parliament

o Principle of Judicial Supremacy - American Supreme Court
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o India follows "Procedure established by Law" rather than "Due process of Law" –

Hence, scope of Judicial review of SC is narrower than that of American SC

● Integrated and Independent Judiciary

o Supreme Court – High Court – District Court – Act in an integrated manner and

enforces both State and Central laws

o Several provisions are present in Constitution to ensure its Independence

● 6 Fundamental rights - Promoting Idea of Political Democracy

● DPSP - Promoting Idea of Social and Economic Democracy - Seek to establish "Welfare State"

o Minerva Mills Case (1980) – SC held that “Indian Constitution is founded on the

bedrock of the balance between the Fundamental Rights and DPSP”

● Fundamental Duties

● Secular State

o West- Separation between Religion and State (Negative concept of secularism)

o India - Equal respect and protection to all religions (Positive concept of secularism)

(Western concept not applicable since India is multireligious)

Provisions - Secular character of Indian State

● Term ‘Secular’ was added to Preamble by 42nd - Constitutional Amendment Act

of 1976

● Preamble secures to all citizens of India liberty of belief, faith and worship

● State shall not deny to any person equality before law or equal protection of

laws (Article 14)

● State shall not discriminate against any citizen on ground of religion (Article 15)

● Equality of opportunity for all citizens in matters of public employment (Article

16)

● All persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and right to freely

profess, practice and propagate any religion – Article 25

● Every religious denomination or any of its section shall have the right to manage

its religious affairs – Article 26

● No person shall be compelled to pay any taxes for the promotion of a particular

religion – Article 27

● No religious instruction shall be provided in any educational institution

maintained by state – Article 28

● Any section of the citizens shall have the right to conserve its distinct language,

script of culture – Article 29

● All Minorities shall have the right to establish and administer educational

institutions of their choice – Article 30

● State shall endeavor to secure for all citizens a Uniform Civil Code (Article 44)

● Universal Adult Franchise

o Voting Age – 18+

o Makes democracy broad based – Enhances self-respect and prestige of common

people 

o Upholds the principle of equality – Enables minorities to protect their interests

● Single Citizenship

● Independent Bodies – Bulwarks of Democratic system in India

o Election Commission ; CAG ; UPSC ; SPSC
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● Emergency Provisions

o National Emergency ; State Emergency ; Financial Emergency

● 3 - tier government (Central, State, Panchayat Raj (Rural local government) - Municipalities

(Urban Local Government)

o 73rd and 74th Amendments – Added 3rd tier of government

▪ 73rd – Constitutional recognition to panchayats (rural local govt.)

▪ 74th – Constitutional recognition to municipalities (urban local govt.)

 Co-Operative Societies – 97th Amendment Act gave constitutional status and protection

Criticism of Constitution

A Borrowed Constitution – Described as a patchwork of several constitutions – Criticism Illogical and

Unfair – Constitution adapted to Indian needs

● A Carbon copy of 1935 Act – They mostly relate to details of administration

● Un Indian or Anti India – Critics claim, it doesn’t reflect the political traditions and spirit of India ;

An Un- Gandhian Constitution; Elephantine Size

● Paradise of Lawyers – Critics claim it is too legalistic and too complicated; Opens up avenues of

litigation 

Sources of Constitution

Government of India Act

1935

1. Federal Scheme

2. Office of Governor

3. Judiciary

4. Public Service Commission

5. Emergency Provision

6. Administration details

British Constitution 1. Parliamentary Government

2. Rule of Law

3. Legislative Procedure

4. Single Citizenship

5. Cabinet System

6. Prerogative Writs

7. Parliamentary Privileges

8. Bicameralism

US Constitution 1. Fundamental Rights

2. Independence of Judiciary

3. Judicial Review

4. Impeachment of President

5. Removal of Supreme Court, High Court Judges and Post of

Vice-President

Irish Constitution 1. Directive Principles of State Policy,

2. Nomination of Members to Rajya Sabha

3. Method of election of President
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Canadian Constitution 1. Federation with a strong Centre

2. Vesting of residuary powers in the centre

3. Appointment of state governors by centre

4. Advisory jurisdiction of supreme court

Australian Constitution 1. Concurrent List

2. Freedom of Trade, Commerce and Intercourse

3. Joint sitting of two houses of Parliament

Weimar Constitution of

Germany

1. Suspension of Fundamental Rights during Emergency

Soviet Constitution 1. Fundamental duties and ideals of justice in preamble (social,

economic and political)

French Constitution 1. Republic and the ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity in

the preamble

South African Constitution 1. Procedure for amendment of constitution

2. Election of members to Rajya Sabha

Japanese Constitution 1. Procedure established by Law

Indian Parliamentary System vs British Parliamentary System

India British

Republican System Monarchical System

Parliament is not supreme - Enjoys limited and restricted powers

due to a written Constitution, federal system, judicial review and

fundamental rights.

Based on doctrine of

sovereignty of parliament

PM can be member of either house - Not a member of any house

can also be appointed, but only for 6 months

No legal responsibility for any minister

PM should be from lower

house 

Every minister has a system

of legal responsibility 

No institution of shadow cabinet Shadow cabinet exists
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Laxmikanth – 4
Preamble of Constitution

● Based on Objectives Resolution – Essence of Constitution

● 42nd Amendment added - Socialist, Secular and Integrity

"We, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly resolved to constitute India into

a SOVEREIGN, SOCIALIST, SECULAR, DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLIC and to secure to all its citizens":

JUSTICE, Social, Economic and Political;

LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship;

EQUALITY of status and of opportunity; and to promote among them all;

FRATERNITY assuring dignity of individual and unity and integrity of Nation

IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY, this 26th Day of November, 1949, do HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND

GIVE TO OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION

Ingredients of Preamble

● Source of Authority – Constitution derives it authority from people of India

● Nature of Indian State – Sovereign, Secular, Democratic and Republican Party

● Objectives of Constitution – Justice, Liberty, Equality and Fraternity

● Date of Adoption – November 26, 1949

Indian Constitution - "Representative Parliamentary Democracy"

Preamble part of constitution - however,

● Preamble is neither a source of power to legislature nor a prohibition upon powers of legislature

- It is non-justiciable

● Preamble cannot override specific provisions of constitution

● It can be amended under Article 368, but subject to condition that it doesn’t alter basic features

of Indian Constitution

Berubari Union Case (1960) – SC said that preamble shows general purpose behind several provisions

of constitution. However, SC opined preamble not a part of constitution

Kesavanandha Bharati Case (1973) – SC said preamble integral part of constitution

Sovereign

● Neither dependent nor a dominion of any other nation – Independent State

● Free to conduct its own affairs - Can acquire or cede a part of its territory in favor of foreign

state

Socialist

● Added by 42nd Amendment – Prior to that, it was mentioned implicitly in DPSP

● India – “Democratic Socialism” , not “Communistic Socialism”

o In Communist Socialism – Nationalization of all means of production and abolition of

private property
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o In Democratic Socialism – Both private and public sectors co-exist – It aims to end

inequality of opportunity – Indian socialism is a blend of Marxism and Gandhism, leaving

heavily towards Gandhian Socialism – 1992 Liberalization has diluted socialist credentials

of state

Secular

● Added by 42nd Amendment

● All religious are given equal status – Positive Secularism

Democratic

● Democratic polity based on the doctrine of popular sovereignty – Possession of supreme power

by people

● Democracy – Direct Democracy & Indirect Democracy 

o Indirect Democracy – Representatives elected by people carry on government – It is of

two types – Parliamentary and Presidential System

● India Democracy – Embodies Political, Social and Economic democracy

o Dr BR Ambedkar – Political democracy cannot exist without base of social democracy.

Social democracy recognizes liberty, equality and fraternity. They form a union of trinity

and cannot be separated from each other.

o Supreme Court – Constitution envisages to establish an egalitarian social order rendering

to every citizen social, economic and political justice in a social and economic democracy

Tools of Direct Democracy

● Referendum is a procedure whereby a proposed legislation is referred to electorate

for settlement by their direct votes

● Initiative is a method by means of which people can propose a bill to legislature for

enactment

● Recall is a method by means of which voters can remove a representative or an officer

before expiry of his term, when he fails to discharge his duties properly

● Plebiscite is a method of obtaining opinion of people on any issue of public importance. It is

generally used to solve territorial disputes

Republic

● Democratic Polity – Can be classified into two categories – Monarchy and Republic

o Monarchy – Head of state enjoys hereditary position (Ex – Britain)

o Republic – Head of state is elected directly or indirectly (Ex – USA)

▪ Vesting of political sovereignty in people, not single individual

▪ Absence of privileged classes, which means all public offices are open to every

citizen without discrimination

Justice

● Refers to Social, Economic and Political – Secured through FR and DPSP

o Social Justice – Equal treatment of all citizens without any distinction based on caste,

color, race, religion, sex etc – Absence of extended privileges to any particular

community
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o Economic Justice – Non-discrimination between people based on economic factors –

Elimination of inequalities in wealth, income and property

Combination of Social Justice + Economic Justice – Distributive Justice

● Political Justice – All citizens to have equal political rights, equal access to all political

offices and equal voice in government

● Idea of Justice – Social, Economic and Political taken from 1917 Russian Revolution

Liberty

● Absence of restraints on activities of individuals – Within limitations of Constitution (Not

Absolute, but Qualified)

● Liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship – Secured through FR

● Idea of Liberty, Fraternity and Equality - Taken from French Revolution (1789 – 1799)

Concept of Negative Liberty - If there are more laws, there is less liberty

Concept of Positive Liberty - If there are no laws, there is no liberty

Equality

● Absence of special privileges to any particular section of society – Adequate opportunities for all

individuals without discrimination

● Equality of Status and Opportunity ;  3 Provisions – Civil, Political and Economic Equality

Civil Equality – Ensured by

● Article 14 – Equality before Law

● Article 15 – Prohibition of Discrimination on grounds of religion, race ,caste, sex

● Article 16 – Equality of Opportunity in matters of Public Employment

● Article 17 – Abolition of Untouchability

● Article 18 – Abolition of titles

Political Equality – Ensured by

● Article 325 – No person is to be declared ineligible for inclusion in electoral rolls on

grounds of religion, race, caste or sex

● Article 326 – Elections to the Lok Sabha and State Assemblies to be on the basis of Adult

suffrage

Economic Equality – Ensured by

● Article 39 – DPSP - Men and Women equal rights to adequate means of livelihood and

equal pay for work

Fraternity – Sense of Brotherhood

● System of Single Citizenship – Promotes Fraternity

● It assures dignity of Individual and Unity & Integrity of Nation (Integrity – Added by 42nd

Amendment)

o Dignity of Individual – Personality of every individual is considered sacred

o Dignity of Women – Protected
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o Unity and Integrity – Embraced in both psychological and territorial dimensions

● Fundamental Duty – Article 51A – Duty of every citizen of India to promote harmony and spirit of

common brotherhood amongst all the people of India transcending religious, linguistic, regional

and sectional diversities

Laxmikanth – 6
Citizenship

Constitution empowered Parliament (It can be amended only through parliament but not through

executive action) to enact a law to provide for acquisition and loss of citizenship after

commencement of Constitution. Accordingly, Parliament has enacted Citizenship Act, 1955

Classification

● Citizens

● Aliens

o Friendly Aliens

o Enemy Aliens – Do not enjoy protection against Arrest and Detention (Article 22)

Constitution confers following privileges on citizens of India (denies same to aliens)

● Article 15 - Right against discrimination on grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place of birth 

● Article 16 - Right to equality of opportunity in matter of public employment

● Article 19 - Right to freedom of speech, expression, assembly, association, movement, residence

and profession

● Articles 29 & 30 - Cultural and Educational Rights

● Right to vote in elections of Lok Sabha and State Legislative Assembly 

● Right to contest for membership of Parliament and State legislature

● Eligibility to hold certain public offices i.e President of India (Naturalized and by Birth - Both are

eligible), Vice-President of India, Judge of SC, HC, Governor of states, Attorney General of India

and Advocate general of states

Article 5-11; Part II - Citizenship

● No permanent or elaborate provisions - Empowers parliament to make any such law 

● Deals with citizenship - at time of commencement (Jan 26, 1950) (Only Identifies persons

who became citizen of India – Jan 26, 1950)

● It doesn't deal with problem of acquisition or loss of citizenship subsequent to its

commencement

4 Categories of persons became citizens of India at its Commencement – Jan 26, 1950 – They deal

with – Persons domiciled in India –Persons migrated from Pakistan – Person migrated to Pakistan but

later returned – Persons of Indian Origin residing outside India

● Article 5 - Born in India, Either of Parents Born in India or Resident for 5 years immediately

before commencement of constitution - to become citizen of India

● Article 6 - Migrated to India before July 19, 1948 - (Either parents or grandparents born in

Undivided India) or Migrated after July 19, 1948 and registered as a citizen of India

● Article 7 - Migrated to Pakistan after March 1, 1947 but later returned to India - Registration

and stay for 6 months
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● Article 8 - Parents/Grandparents born in Undivided India and Person residing outside India -

Registration with consular representative to acquire Indian citizenship

Article 9 - Loses citizenship if acquisition of foreign citizenship

Article 10 - Every citizen continues to be a citizen unless subjected to provision of any law made by

parliament

Article 11 - Parliament empowered to make any provision with respect to acquisition and

termination of citizenship

Acquisition of Citizenship – 5 ways of acquiring Citizenship

1. By Birth

1. Jan 26, 1950 to 1st July, 1987 - Citizen of India irrespective of Parents Nationality

2. Post 1st July, 1987 - Citizen only if either of Parents Citizen

3. 3rd December 2004 - Only if both parents are citizens or one parent is citizen and

other not an illegal migrant at time of birth - Children of foreign diplomats and

enemy aliens - can't acquire citizenship by birth

2. By Descent

1. 26th Jan, 1950 - 10th Dec, 1992 - Citizen by Descent if father Citizen

2. Post 19th Dec, 1992 - Either of parents citizens, then citizen by Descent

3. 3rd Dec 2004 - Person born outside not citizen unless registered within one year

2. By Registration - 7 years of residence

3. By Naturalization - Subject to Conditions

4. By Incorporation of Territory - Government of India specifies the persons who among the

people of the territory shall be the citizens of India

5. Special Provisions as to Citizenship of Persons covered by the Assam Accord

Loss of Citizenship

● By Renunciation - Renunciation can be withheld during war; Minor child also loses citizenship

- Can be resumed after attaining 18 years

● By Termination – When Indian citizen acquires Citizenship of another country, his Indian

Citizenship automatically terminates – Not applicable during war

● By Deprivation–Compulsory termination of Indian Citizenship by Central Government under

following conditions

o Obtained citizenship by Fraud

o Shown disloyalty to Constitution of India (Not laws, but only to Constitution)

o Unlawfully traded/communicated with enemy during war

o Within five years of registration, imprisoned for 2 years

o Ordinarily resident out of India for 7 years continuously

Single Citizenship

● Single Citizenship, however with exceptions

o Article 16–Parliament can prescribe residence within a State or UT as a condition for

certain employment – Present provision only to AP and Telangana

o Article 15 – Prohibits discrimination based on religion, race, caste, sex or place of

birth but not on grounds of residence – State can provide special benefits or
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preference to its residents in matters that do not come within purview of rights given

by Constitution

▪ Example – State may offer educational fee concession to its students

● Article 19 – Freedom of movement and resident subjected to protection of interest

of any schedule tribe

● Jammu and Kashmir – State legislature empowered to define persons who are

permanent residents of state and confer any special rights and privileges in matters

of employment and education

Oversea Citizen of India Cardholder - Multiple entry, multipurpose lifelong visa for visiting India

● Citizen of another country, but was a citizen of India/eligible to be citizens at the time of

commencement of constitution

● Not eligible/entitled to following rights

o Not entitled to right to Equality of Opportunity in matters of public employment

o Shall not be eligible for election as President/Vice President/Judge of SC/Judge of

HC/Public Services as specified by Government

o Not eligible for registration as voter

o Not eligible for being a member of House of people/Council of States/State

Legislative Assembly/State legislative council

● Renunciation of Overseas Citizen of India Card – If person shall cease to an Overseas Citizen

of Indian Cardholder – His spouse and minor child shall cease to be OCI

Comparison of NRI, PIO and OCI Cardholder

1. Non-Resident Indian (NRI) – An Indian citizen who is ordinarily residing outside India and

holds an Indian Passport

2. Person of Indian Origin (PIO) – A person whose any of ancestors was an Indian national and

who is presently holding another country’s citizenship/nationality 

1. Is required to register with local police if period of stay is more than 180 days

2. Indian Citizenship – Can be obtained if resident for more than 7 years before making

an application for registration

2. Overseas Citizen of India (OCI) Cardholder – A Person registered as Overseas Citizen of India

Cardholder under the Citizenship Act, 1955

1. To carry out research work – Need permission from Indian govt.

2. Indian Citizenship – OCI cardholder for 5 years and 12 months of residence in India

before making an application for registration

Laxmikanth – 11
Basic Structure of Constitution

SC is yet to define or clarify as to what constitutes the ‘basic structure’ of the Constitution. From the

various judgements, the following have emerged as ‘basic features’ of the Constitution 

● Supremacy of Constitution

● Sovereign, Democratic and Republican Nature of Indian Polity

● Secular character of the constitution

● Separation of Powers between Legislature, Executive and Judiciary
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● Federal nature of Indian polity (Including financial liberty of states under articles 282 &

293)

● Unity & Integrity of India

● Welfare state (Socio-Economic Justice)

● Judicial review - Independence of Judiciary

● Freedom and dignity of Individual - Equality

● Parliamentary System

● Rule of Law

● Harmony between FR and DPSP

● Free and Fair elections

● Limited power of Parliament to amend Constitution - Parliament cannot, under article

368, expand its amending power so as to acquire for itself the right to repeal or abrogate

the Constitution or to destroy its basic features

● Effective access to Justice

● Principle of reasonableness - Principles underlying FR

● Powers of SC under articles 32, 136, 141, 142

● Powers of HC under articles 226 and 227

● Legislation seeking to nullify awards made in exercise of judicial power of State by

Arbitration Tribunals constituted under an Act

Evolution of Basic Structure of Constitution

Name of the case Elements of Basic Structure - As declared by

Supreme Court

Kesavananda Bharati case (1973) - (popularly

known as the Fundamental Rights Case)

1. Supremacy of the Constitution

2. Separation of powers between

legislature, executive and judiciary

3. Republic and democratic form of

government

4. Secular character of the constitution

5. Federal character of the constitution

6. Sovereignty and unity of India 

7. Freedom and dignity of the individual

8. Mandate to build a welfare state

9. Parliamentary System

Indira Nehru Gandhi case (1975) - (popularly

known as the Election Case)

1. India as a sovereign democratic republic

2. Equality of status and opportunity of an

individual

3. Secularism and freedom of conscience

and religion

4. Government of laws and not of men (i.e.,

Rule of Law)

5. Judicial review

6. Free and fair elections which is implied

in democracy
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Minerva Mills (1980) 1. Limited power of Parliament to amend

the constitution

2. Judicial review

3. Harmony and balance between

fundamental rights and directive

principles

Central Coal Fields Ltd (1980) Effective access to justice

Bhim Singhji (1981) Welfare State (Socio-economic justice)

S.P. Sampath Kumar & P. Sambamurthy 1. Rule of law

2. Judicial review

Delhi Judicial Service Association Powers of the Supreme Court under Articles 32,

136, 141 and 142

Indra Sawhney (1992) (popularly known as

the Mandal Case)

Rule of law

Kumar Padma Prasad case Independence of Judiciary

Kihoto Hollohon (popularly known as

Defection case)

1. Free and fair elections

2. Sovereign, democratic, republican structure

Raghunath Rao Case 1. Principle of equality

2. Unity and integrity of India

S.R. Bommai Case (1994) 1. Federalism

2. Secularism

3. Democracy

4. Unity and integrity of the nation

5. Social justice

6. Judicial review

L. Chandra Kumar Case Powers of the High Courts under Articles 226 and

227

Indra Sawhney II Case Principle of Equality

All India Judge’s Association Case Independent Judicial System

Kuldip Nayar Case 1. Democracy

2. Free and fair elections

M. Nagaraj Case Principle of Equality

I.R. Coelho Case(2007) (popularly known as IX

Schedule Case)

1. Rule of law

2. Separation of powers
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3. Principles (or essence) underlying

fundamental rights

4. Judicial review

5. Principle of equality

Ram Jethmalani Case Powers of the Supreme Court under Article 32

Namit Sharma Case Freedom and dignity of the individual

Madras Bar Association Case 1. Judicial review

2. Powers of the High Courts under Articles 226

and 227
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